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Povzetek
Namen diplomske naloge je preucˇiti psevdospektralne metode in implemen-
tirati algoritem za resˇevanje dvotocˇkovnih robnih problemov. Drugi cilj
diplomske naloge je implementirati ta algoritem v okviru aplikacije, ki deluje
za celo mnozˇico robnih problemov v dveh tocˇkah z uporabo programskega
jezika Python.
Najprej je postavljena teoreticˇna baza: uvod v diferencialne enacˇbe, robni
problemi ter sˇe nekoliko konceptov potrebnih za razumevanje psevdospek-
tralnih metod. Potem je predstavljena teoreticˇna ideja psevdospektralnih
metod in teoreticˇen nacˇin implementacije algoritma ter na koncu prakticˇna
realizacija in predstavitev spletne aplikacije za resˇevanje robnih problemov v
dveh tocˇkah.
Diplomska naloga je razdeljena v tri logicˇna dela: Theory, Spectral meth-
ods in Practical application.
V prvem poglavju diplomske naloge so razlozˇeni osnovni pojmi vezani za
temo naloge. Zacˇetek poglavja je rezerviran za diferencialne enacˇbe: navadne
diferencialne enacˇbe, parcialne diferencialne enacbe, zacˇetne probleme in
robne probleme. Prve tri kategorije so predstavljene z nekoliko stavkov ter
enim osnovnim primerom iz vsake kategorije. V podpoglavju robnih proble-
mov so na kratko opisani Dirichletovi, Neumannovi in Robinovi robni pogoji
kateri so pomembni za prakticˇen del diplomske naloge. Za diferencialnim
enacˇbam sledi interpolacija, ki je osnovno “orodje” v izracˇunu dvotocˇkovnih
robnih problemov z psevdospektralno metodo. Na koncu poglavja so na
kratko opisane kardinalne funkcije s sliko kardinalne funkcije iz prakticˇnega
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dela diplome.
Drugi del diplomske naloge se nanasˇa na spektralne metode. Na zacˇetku
poglavja je na kratko razlozˇena ideja psevdospektralnih metod. Osnovna
ideja je, da priblizˇek iskane funkcije lahko izracˇunamo kot linearno kombi-
nacijo N + 1 baznih funkcij z enacˇbo
u(x) ≈ uN(x) =
N∑
n=0
anφn(x).
Sledi podpoglavje konvergence spektralnih metod katero vsebuje defini-
ciji o algebrainoj konvergenci spektralnih metod. Round-off plateau je pod-
poglavje namenjeno napaki zaokrozˇevanja racˇunalnika katera priblizˇno znasˇa
10−16. Napaki sledi nacˇin izbire baznih funkcij, ki je baziran na Lagrangeovi
interpolacijski formuli. Lagrangeova interpolacijska formula kazˇe, da v poli-
nom stopnje N lahko vstavimo N + 1 tocˇk
PN(x) ≡
N∑
j=0
f(xj)φj(x).
in je posplosˇitev zgornje enacˇbe. φj je kardinalna funkcija. Na ta nacˇin zago-
tovimo, da kardinalna funkcija izgine v vsem interpolacijskim tocˇkami razen
v tocˇki x = xj. Na koncu poglavja imamo sˇe razlozˇeno idejo rekombinacije
robnih pogojev iz nehomogenih v homogene kar olajˇsuje izracˇun funkcije z
psevdospektralno metodo na nacˇin, da ni potrebno posebej racˇunati robne
pogoje.
V prvem delu cˇetrtega poglavja so predstavljene knjizˇnice v programskem
jeziku Python, skupaj z Djangom, ki je framework za izdelavo spletnih ap-
likacij in spletnih strani. Python se uporablja zaradi svoje podobnosti Mat-
labu, zaradi dobrih matematicˇnih knjizˇnic Numpy, ScyPy in SymPy ter
zaradi lahke implementacije v obliki spletne aplikacije kar zagotavlja prenosljivost,
neodvisnost od operacijskega sistema ter omogocˇa enostavno razsˇiritev.
Numpy in ScyPy sta knjizˇnici za racˇunske operacije z matrikami. Sympy
se uporablja za simbolicˇno matematiko oziroma bolj natancˇno za interpretacijo
matematicˇnih izrazov vpisanih formo na prvi strani spletne aplikacije, da
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jih program v ozadju lahko izracˇuna. Temu sledi razlaga samega algoritma
izracˇuna v podpoglavju “A MATLAB diferentiation matrix suite”. V tem
poglavju so razlozˇene podrobnosti algoritma, formule katere se uporabljajo
za izracˇun in predstavljen je nacˇin na kateri program obravnava Dirichletove,
Neumannove in Robinove robne pogoje. Po tem, v poglavju Examples se na-
hajata dva primera delovanja programa z slikami izgleda aplikacije pri vnosu
in izracˇunu vnesˇenega robnega problema. Na koncu se sˇe nahaja napaka
pri izracˇunu glede na stvarno resˇitev predstavljenega problema. Program
je zmozˇen izracˇuna resˇitve in napake, cˇe uporabnik obkljuka polje za vnos
resˇitve. Velja omeniti, da sˇele pri 150 tocˇkah program kazˇe bolj natancˇne
rezultate.
Kljucˇne besede: psevdospektralne metode, robni problemi, Python

Abstract
The purpose of this thesis is to study pseudospectral methods and to im-
plement the algorithm that solves two point boundary value problems by
pseudospectral methods. Another purpose of this thesis is to implement that
algorithm into an application for solving two point boundary value problems.
The first part of the thesis presents theoretical concepts needed to under-
stand the pseudospectral methods such as: differential equations, boundary
value problems and few more. This is followed by the theoretical idea of
pseudospectral methods and algorithm in theory. The last part consists of
practical implementation and explanation of how application works followed
by few examples.
Keywords: pseudospectral methods, boundary value problem, Python

Chapter 1
Preface
As complexity of numerical calculations in today’s world increases we need
reliable, fast and memory efficient ways to calculate them. Pseudospectral
methods are applicable for solving partial and ordinary differential equations
in the majority of cases.
Today these equations are mostly used to help solving problems in fluid
dynamics, weather prediction and optimal control problems.
In Chapter 2 the theoretical concepts that are essential for understanding
pseudospectral methods are explained. That includes differential equations,
both ordinary and partial, and initial value problems. Topic of boundary
value problem is explained in more detail than previous topics as they are
important for this thesis. Chapter two concludes with interpolation and
cardinal functions.
Chapter 3 is dedicated to spectral methods. The first part of the chapter
explains the idea of spectral methods and precision of calculation i.e the com-
puter round-off error. Further on the choice of basis functions is explained
as well as usage of basis functions in practice. The end of the chapter is
dedicated to the explanation of boundary condition types from numerical
mathematics point of view and basis recombination method which is used to
help in calculation of boundary conditions in the practical part of the thesis.
Chapter 4 introduces the software used in the practical part of the thesis
1
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as well as the algorithm used to solve two point boundary value problems
via web application. The chapter ends with the introduction of the web
application which solves two point boundary value problems and shows some
examples of how the program works.
Chapter 2
Theory
2.1 Differential equations
Differential equations play an extremely important and useful role in applied
mathematics, engineering, and physics, and much mathematical and numer-
ical machinery has been developed for the solution of differential equations.
In a section below some definitions and types of differential equations are
presented.
A differential equation is an equation that involves the derivatives of a
function as well as the function itself.
When applied, the functions usually represent physical quantities, the
derivatives represent their rates of change, and the equation defines a rela-
tionship between the two. According to the solution functions differential
equation (DE) can be classified as an ordinary differential equation (ODE;
the solution function has a single variable) and a partial differential equation
(PDE; multivariable solution function).
3
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2.1.1 Ordinary differential equations
Ordinary differential equations are those in which there appear derivatives
with respect to only one independent variable. A simple example is:
df(x)
dx
= αf(x), (2.1)
where α is a constant [1]. A second example, that is a bit more applicable, is
one where a trajectory of projectile launched from a cannon follows a curve
determined by an ODE that is derived from Newton’s second law of motion:
m
d2x(t)
dt2
= f(x(t)). (2.2)
2.1.2 Partial Differential Equation
A partial differential equation is a differential equation that contains un-
known multivariable functions and their partial derivatives.
An example of PDE would be the heat equation:
∂u
∂t
= h2
(
∂2u
∂x2
+
∂2u
∂y2
+
∂2u
∂z2
)
(2.3)
Partial differential equations are used to formulate problems involving
functions of several variables, and they are used to create a relevant computer
model.
PDEs can be used to describe a wide variety of phenomena such as sound,
heat, electrostatics, electrodynamics, fluid flow, elasticity, or quantum me-
chanics. These seemingly distinct physical phenomena can be formalised
similarly in terms of PDEs. Just as ordinary differential equations often
model one-dimensional dynamical systems, partial differential equations of-
ten model multidimensional systems [3]. PDEs can also be classified accord-
ing to the type of differential operator involved.
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2.1.3 Initial Value Problem
Initial value problem (IVP) is an ordinary differential equation together with
specified value, called the initial condition, for example
y′ = f(t, y), y(t0) = y0, (2.4)
where f is a known function of t and y, and t0 and y0 are given values. The
object of solving this problem is to find y as a function of t [8].
A popular example of initial value problem is bacterial population growth:
dy
dt
= kt, y0 = a, (2.5)
where y is a number of bacteria at time t and y0 is the initial size of the
bacteria population at t = 0.
2.1.4 Boundary Value Problem
In contrast to initial value problem, boundary value problem (BVP) has
its conditions specified more than one point (also called boundaries) of the
independent variables in the equation.
Boundary value problems mostly arise from physical problems. In the
mathematical field of differential equations, boundary value problems are
differential equations with a set of restraints at two (or more) values of the
independent variable called the boundary conditions. There are a few types
of boundary conditions [6]. In the practical part the following are used:
1. The solution has some particular value at the end point or along a
boundary (Dirichlet condition);
2. The derivative of the solution equals a particular value at the end point
or in the normal direction along a boundary (Neumann condition);
3. Weighted combination of Dirichlet and Neumann boundary condition
(Robin condition);
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In general, boundary value problems will reduce, when discretized, to a
set of linear (and sometimes nonlinear) equations. To apply them properly,
boundary value problems should be well posed. In other words, they have to
(according to Jacques Hadamard [5]) satisfy three properties:
1. A solution has to exist;
2. The solution has to be unique;
3. The solution’s behavior changes continuosly with the additional (initial
or boundary value problem’s) conditions.
The relationship between physics and mathematics is important in boundary
value problems, because it is not always possible for a solution of a differential
equation to satisfy arbitrarily chosen conditions; but if the problem represents
an actual physical situation, it is usually possible to prove that a solution
exists, even if it cannot be explicitly found [7].
2.2 Interpolation
Interpolation is a method of constructing the new function called interpolant
which belongs to a certain closed set of functions (most often polynomials).
Interpolant agrees with values of a given function at a set of interpolation
points.
In general, this technique involves the construction of a function L(x)
called the interpolant which agrees with f at the points x = xi and which
is then used to compute the approximate values of a given function at inter-
mediate points. There are various methods of calculating the interpolant of
a given function.
By taking two neighbouring points the one between them can be calcu-
lated and is referred to as linear interpolation. It is the simplest and quickest
interpolation method although not very precise. Polynomial interpolation
gives better results. Given some points we have to find the polynomial that
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goes exactly through these points. Although polynomial interpolation gives
better results than linear interpolation it is computationally expensive com-
pared to linear. Furthermore, polynomial interpolation may exhibit oscilla-
tory effects, especially at the end points (Runge’s phenomenon).
It seems plausible that if we distribute the interpolation points evenly
over an interval [a, b], then the error in PN(x) should → 0 as N → ∞
for any smooth function f(x). But, in his paper [13] Runge showed that,
when using polynomial interpolation with polynomials of high degree over
a set of equispaced interpolation points, higher polynomial degrees do not
always improve accuracy. Runge proved that the middle of the interval is
not the problem and that big errors occur near endpoints. This suggests that
we should space the grid points relatively far apart near the middle of the
interval where we are getting high accuracy anyway, and increase the density
of points as we approach the endpoints. To answer the question of best point
distribution we have to look at [11]:
Theorem 1 (CAUCHY INTERPOLATION ERROR THEOREM)
Let f(x) have at least (N + 1) continuous derivatives on the interval of in-
terest and let PN(x) be its Lagrangian interpolant of degree N. Then
f(x)− PN(x) =
1
[N + 1]!
f (N+1)(ξ)
N∏
i=0
(x− xi) (2.6)
for some ξ on the interval spanned by x and the interpolation points. The
point ξ depends on the function being approximated, upon N , upon x, and
upon the location of the interpolation points xi, i = 0, ..., N .
Proof is in [14].
If we want to optimize Lagrangian interpolation, there is nothing we can
do about the f (N+1)(ξ) factor since it depends on the specific function being
approximated, but the magnitude of the polynomial factor depends upon our
choice of grid points. It is evident that the leading coefficient of
N∏
i=1
(x− xi), (2.7)
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is 1, independent of the grid points, so the question becomes: What choice of
grid points gives a polynomial (with leading coefficient 1) which is as small
as possible over the interval spanned by the grid points? By a linear change
of variable, the interval [a, b] can always be re-scaled and shifted to [−1, 1].
2.3 Cardinal functions
Cardinal functions Φj(x) for a given type of interpolation and for the set of
interpolation points xi are defined by the requirement that
Cj(xi) = δij i, j = 1, ..., N (2.8)
where δij is the Kronecker delta symbol defined by
δij =


0 i 6= j
1 i = j.
(2.9)
A cardinal function has the property of being non-zero at exactly one of
the interpolation points. That implies that for arbitrary f(x) the function
defined by
f˜(x) ≡
∞∑
j=−∞
f(x)Cj(x) (2.10)
interpolates f(x) at every point of the grid.
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Chapter 3
Spectral methods
Spectral methods is a collective name for spatial discretization methods for
solving differential equations that rely on an expansion of the solution as
a linear combination of basis functions. These basis functions usually have
global support on the domain, and spatial derivatives are defined in terms
of deriatives of these basis functions. The coefficients pertaining to the basis
functions can be considered as a spectrum of the solution, which explains the
name for the method. Due to global nature of the basis functions, spectral
methods are usually global methods, i.e. the value of a derivative at a certain
point in space depends on the solution at all the other points in space, and
not just the neighbouring grid points. Due to this fact, spectral methods
usually have a very high order of approximation. They usually give the
exact derivative of a function, the only error is due to the truncation of a
finite set of basis functions [10].
Spectral methods can be divided into two broad categories: collocation
and non-collocation.1 At first glance, there is no obvious relation between
the collocation method and the alternatives that use weighted integrals. Al-
though pseudospectral method is in a collocation method category, it is equiv-
alent to the weighted integrals method if we evaluate the integrals of the
1While this classification is not entirely correct because some algorithms mix ideas from
both the collocation and non-collocation category, it provides broader insight on the topic.
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latter by numerical quadrature with (N + 1) points, or more precisely, by
using Gaussian quadrature points for the integrals of the Galerkin method.
Historically, the non-collocation methods were developed first and the label
spectral is sometimes used in a narrow sense as a collective tag for the non-
collocation methods. Furthermore, spectral has other meanings in fields such
as time series analysis and functional analysis. This is the reason why the
collocaton-based methods are now commonly called pseudospectral [11].
3.1 Idea
The basic idea is to assume that the unknown u(x) can be approximated by
a linear combination of N + 1 basis functions φn(x):
u(x) ≈ uN(x) =
N∑
n=0
anφn(x). (3.1)
The equation
u′′ + u′q + ur = f(x) (3.2)
can be restated as
Lu = f(x), (3.3)
where L is the operator of the differential equation. When the series (3.1) is
substituted into (3.3) the result is the so-called residual function defined by
R(x; a0, a1, ..., aN) = LuN − f. (3.4)
Since the residual function R(x; a0, a1, ..., aN) is identically equal to zero for
the exact solution, the challenge is to choose the series coefficients an so that
the residual function is minimized. The different spectral and pseudospectral
methods differ mainly in their minimization strategies.
The coefficients an of a pseudospectral approximation to the solution
of a differential equation are found by requiring that the residual function
satisfies:
R(xi; a0, ..., aN) = 0, i = 0, 1, ..., N (3.5)
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meaning that the differential equation is exactly satisfied at a set of points
known as collocation or interpolation points. Presumably, as R(x; a0, ..., aN)
is forced to vanish at an increasingly large number of discrete points, it will
be smaller and smaller in the gaps between the collocation points so that
R ≈ 0 everywhere in the domain, and therefore uN(x) will converge to u(x)
as N increases. The accuracy of pseudospectral methods is only a little bit
poorer than that of the non-collocation methods. But if we consider the fact
that these methods offer greater simplicity and computational efficiency, the
benefits of the former emerge.
3.2 Convergence of spectral methods
The spectral algorithm should be chosen to maximize the algebraic con-
vergence order for a given problem. The definition of algebraic index of
convergence is [11]:
Definition 1 The algebraic index of convergence is the largest number k for
which
lim
n→∞
|an|n
k <∞, (3.6)
where an are the coefficients of the series. (For a Fourier series, the limit
must be finite for both the cosine coefficients an and the sine coefficients bn.)
Definition 2 If the algebraic index of convergence k is unbounded, or in
other words, if the coefficients an decrease faster than 1/n
k for any finite
power of k, then the series is said to have the property of infinite order,
exponential, or spectral convergence.
3.2.1 Round-off Plateau
The Round-off Plateau or the Machine  is a point where the algebraic order
of convergence may be defeated simply because the machine rounds off num-
bers at some point. Or more formally [11]: Let amax denote the maximum
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where N is the degree of Chebyshev polynomial used to interpolate function
being calculated with a program. This way basis functions are homogeneous
and individually satisfy boundary conditions so there is no need to calculate
boundary conditions separately from inner collocation points.
Chebyshev nodes are calculated from the equation
xj = cos
(
kπ
N
)
, j = 0, ..., N. (3.8)
Cardinal function is then calculated using following formula:
φj(x) =
(−1)j
cj
1− x2
(N − 1)2
T
′
N(x)
x− xj
. (3.9)
Here c0 = CN−1 = 2, ci = 1 for i = 1, . . . , N −2, and TN(x) is the Chebyshev
polynomial of the first kind, described in [12] . This is explained in more
detail in 4.1.6 .
3.4 Boundary Conditions
Boundary conditions are divided into two broad categories [11]: behavioral
and numerical. Periodicity is a behavioral condition: it demands that the so-
lution u(x) have the property of u(x) = u(x+2π) for any x, but this behavior
does not impose any specific numerical value upon u(x) or its derivatives at
any particular point. Another behavioral condition is that of being bound
and infinitely differentiable at a point where the differential equation is sin-
gular. In contrast, conditions such as u(−1) = 3 and u(1) + du/dx(0) = 1.7
are numerical.
The significance of these categories is that it is almost always necessary
to explicitly impose numerical boundary conditions. In contrast, behavioral
conditions may be satisfied implicitly by choosing basis functions such as
that each has the required property or behavior.
When the boundary conditions are such that u(x) is periodic in x, then it
is best to choose sines and cosines of a Fourier series since each basis function
is periodic, which implies that their sum will be periodic too. Consequently,
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it is unnecessary to explicitly impose periodicity on the numerical solution.
Our choice of basis function has implicitly satisfied the boundary conditions.
Numerical boundary conditions must be explicitly imposed. There are
two strategies for satisfying boundary conditions:
• Boundary-bordering - reducing the number of collocation conditions
on the residual of the differential equation, and using the rows of the
pseudospectral matrix to explicitly impose the constraint.
• Basis recombination - modifying the problem so that the boundary
conditions of the modified problem are homogeneous and then alter-
ing the basis set, so that the basis functions individually satisfy these
conditions.
3.5 Basis recombination
If the problem
u′′ + u′q + ur = f (3.10)
has inhomogeneous boundary conditions it may be replaced by an equivalent
problem with homogeneous boundary conditions, so long as they are linear.
First we have to choose a simple function B(x) which satisfies the inhomo-
geneous boundary conditions. We can define a new variable v(x) and a new
forcing function g(x) via
u = v +B(x) = v + (Kx+ n)
v′′ + v′q + vr + qK + (Kx+ n)r = f
g = f − qK − (Kx+ n)r.
The shift function B is arbitrary except for the constraint that it must satisfy
all the inhomogeneous boundary conditions.
Example
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Algorithm for basis recombination on a two point boundary ordinary
differential equation with the mixed conditions
ux(−1) = γ,
du
dt
(1)− u(1) = δ
Let’s assume
B(x) = (Kx+ n) (3.11)
and choose two boundary coefficients by demanding that B(x) satisfy the
boundary conditions. Let’s modify the problem so boundary conditions of
that problem become homogeneous:
dB
dx
(−1) = γ ↔ K = γ (3.12)
dB
dx
(1)− B(1) = δ ↔ K − (K + n) = δ (3.13)
→ n = −δ (3.14)
→ B(x) = γx− δ (3.15)
When B(x) is found and the problem is transformed to finding v(x) we
can start with basis recombination. By choosing linear combinations of the
original basis functions the new combinations of basis functions are calcu-
lated and each of those combinations individually satisfy the homogeneous
boundary conditions.
For example, suppose that
v(−1) = v(1) = 0. (3.16)
Equation (3.9) ensures that v(x) is equal to zero at those two points.
Collocation points are computed from Chebyshev grid formula
xi = cos
(
πi
N − 1
)
i = 1, 2, ..., (N − 2). (3.17)
Furthermore
v(x) ≈
N−1∑
n=2
bnφn(x). (3.18)
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If we define a column vector b of dimension (N − 2) whose i-th element is
bi−1, then the differential equation becomes the matrix problem
Hb = G, (3.19)
where
Hij ≡ φ
′′
j+1(xi) + q(xi)φ
′
j+1(xi) + r(xi)φj+1 i, j = 1, ..., N − 2, (3.20)
where the double subscript x denotes double x-differentiation and
Gi ≡ g(xi) i = 1, 2, ...(N − 2) (3.21)
After solving (3.19) to compute the coefficients of the φ-series for v(x), the
sum is converted from ordinary to cardinal
v(x) ≡
N−1∑
j=2
bjφj(x), (3.22)
φj is defined in (3.9).
In the general case, the great advantage of basis recombination is concep-
tual simplicity. After shifting to the modified basis set, we can ignore the
boundary conditions and concentrate on solving the differential equation. All
the rows of differentiation matrix are derived from setting the residual of the
differential equation equal to zero at a given collocation point.
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Chapter 4
Practical application on a
computer program
In this chapter, the application of theory on a program which solves two-point
boundary value problem in the form of:
u′′(x) + q(x)u′(x) + r(x)u(x) = f(x), −1 < x < 1 (4.1)
a+u(1) + b+u
′(1) = c+, (4.2)
a−u(−1) + b−u
′(−1) = c−, (4.3)
is discussed.
4.1 Introduction to software and the libraries
used
In order to make the application straightforward, easy to use on general ex-
amples and modal, Python programming language was used [17]. Python
offers SciPy [19] package which incorporates several libraries which use the
code similar to Matlab’s for solving mathematical problems. Because some
crucial parts of the program use functions presented in “A MATLAB dif-
ferentiation matrix suite” [21] and interpretation of user input should work
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for a general example, it was decided to use the library for symbolic math-
ematics. Python offers Sympy [24] module with syntax similar to Wolfram
Mathematica. That made the choice of programming language an easy deci-
sion. It was furthermore decided that it was best to make the user interface
in the form of a web page. CSS and HTML languages are straightforward,
stable and work in every browser equally, which offers cross-platform usage
of my application without having to adjust the code to different operational
systems. The choice of Django framework makes the application easier to
change, and it makes it easier to expand its functionalities in potential future
releases.
4.1.1 Python
Python[17] is a widely used general-purpose, high-level programming lan-
guage. Its design philosophy emphasizes code readability, and its syntax
allows programmers to express concepts in fewer lines of code than would
be possible in languages such as C++ or Java. The language provides con-
structs intended to enable clear programs on both small and large scale [18].
In my work I have used Python version 2.7.
4.1.2 NumPy
NumPy [22] is an extension to the Python programming language, adding
support for large, multi-dimensional arrays and matrices, along with a large
library of high-level mathematical functions to operate on these arrays. It is
open source and has many contributors [23].
4.1.3 SciPy
SciPy [19] (pronounced “Sigh Pie”) is an open source Python library used
by scientists, analysts, and engineers doing scientific computing and tech-
nical computing. SciPy contains modules for optimization, linear algebra,
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integration, interpolation, special functions, FFT, signal and image process-
ing, ODE solvers and other tasks common in science and engineering. SciPy
builds on the NumPy array object and is part of the NumPy stack which
includes tools like Matplotlib, pandas, and SymPy. The SciPy library is cur-
rently distributed under the BSD license, and its development is sponsored
and supported by an open community of developers [20].
4.1.4 SymPy
SymPy [24] is a Python library for symbolic computation. It provides com-
puter algebra capabilities either as a standalone application, as a library to
other applications, or live on the web as SymPy Live or SymPy Gamma.
SymPy is easy to install and to inspect because it is written entirely in
Python and it does not depend on any additional libraries. This ease of
access combined with a simple and extensible code base in a well known lan-
guage make SymPy a computer algebra system with a relatively low barrier
of entry. SymPy includes features ranging from basic symbolic arithmetic to
calculus, algebra, discrete mathematics and quantum physics. SymPy is free
software and is licensed under “New BSD license” [25].
4.1.5 Django framework
Django [26] is a free and open source web application framework, written in
Python, which follows the Model–view–controller1 architectural pattern. It
is maintained by the Django Software Foundation, an independent non-profit
organization.
Django’s primary goal is to ease the creation of complex, database-driven
1Model–view–controller (MVC) is a software architectural pattern for implementing
user interfaces. It divides a given software application into three interconnected parts, so
as to separate internal representations of information from the ways that information is
presented to or accepted from the user.
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websites. Django emphasizes the reusability and “pluggability” of com-
ponents, rapid development, and the design pattern of non-repetitiveness.
Python is used throughout, even for settings, files, and data models. Django
also provides an optional administrative create, read, update, and delete in-
terfaces that are generated dynamically through introspection and configured
via Django admin models [27].
4.1.6 A MATLAB differentiation matrix suite
A MATLAB differentiation matrix suite is a software suite consisting of 17
MATLAB functions for solving differential equations by the spectral collo-
cation (i.e., pseudospectral) method. For this project three of them were
needed: chebint, cheb2bc and chebdif.
Spectral collocation method for solving differential equations is based on
interpolants of the form
f(x) ≈ pN−1(x) =
N∑
j=1
φj(x)fj. (4.4)
{xj}
N
j=1 is a set of distinct interpolation nodes; fj = f(xj); and the set of
cardinal functions {φj(x)}
N
j=1 satisfies φj(xk) = δjk (the Kronecker delta).
This means that pN−1(x) defined above is an interpolant of the function f(x)
in the sense that
f(xk) = pN−1(xk), k = 1, ..., N. (4.5)
The collocation derivative operator is a concept associated with an inter-
polant such as (4.4). It is generated by taking ` derivatives of (4.4) and
evaluating the result at nodes xk:
f (`)(xk) ≈
N−1∑
j=0
d`
dx`
[φj(x)]x=xk fj, k = 1, ..., N. (4.6)
The derivative operator may be represented by a differentiation matrix D(`),
with entries
D
(`)
k,j =
d`
dx`
[φj(x)]x=xk . (4.7)
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The numerical differentiation process may therefore be performed as a matrix-
vector product
f (`) = D(`)f , (4.8)
where f is the the vector of function values at the nodes {xk}.
When solving differential equations, the derivatives are approximated by
the discrete derivative operators (4.8). A linear two-point boundary value
problem may thus be converted into a linear system [21].
Chebdif takes two input arguments, integers N and M . N represents the
size of the required differetiation matrices and M is the highest derivative
needed. Output is vector x, of length N , which contains the Chebyshev
points and D is an N × N × M array containing differetiation matrices
D(`), ` = 1, ...,M . It is assumed that 0 < M ≤ N − 1. Chebyshev nodes
are calculated from the equation
xk = cos
(
(k − 1)π
N − 1
)
, k = 1, ..., N. (4.9)
These are the extreme points of TN−1(x) [12] on [−1, 1], the Chebyshev poly-
nomial of degree N . For computing differentiation matrices chebdif uses
interpolant given in (4.4) to calculate the set of N − 1 –distinct but other-
wise arbitrary nodes where
φj(x) =
(−1)j
cj
1− x2
(N − 1)2
T
′
N−1(x)
x− xj
. (3.18)
Here c0 = cN−1 = 2 and c1 = ... = cN−2 = 1. Differetiation matrices
D(`), ` = 1, ...,M defined in 4.7 are computed according to the following
equation:
D
(1)
k,j =


ck(−1)
(j+k)
cj(xk−xj)
j 6= k
−1
2
xk
(1−x2
k
)
j = k 6= 1, N
2(N−1)2+1
6
j = k = 1
−2(N−1)
2+1
6
j = k = N.
D(`) = (D(1))`, ` = 1, 2, .... (4.10)
Chebint takes two arguments, the vector f of length N , contains the
values of the function f(x) at the Chebyshev points (4.9). The vector x, of
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length 100, contains the ordinates where the interpolant is to be evaluated.
On output the vector p contains the corresponding values of the interpolant
pN−1(x) as computed by the formula[21]:
pN−1(x) =
N∑
j=1
(−1)jfj
cj(x−xj)
N∑
j=1
(−1)j
cj(x−xj)
. (4.11)
Cheb2bc enables one to solve the general two-point boundary value prob-
lem of type
u′′(x) + q(x)u′(x) + r(x)u(x) = f(x), −1 < x < 1, (4.12)
subject to the boundary conditions
a+u(1) + b+u
′(1) = c+, a−u(−1) + b−u
′(−1) = c−, (4.13)
assuming that a+ and b+ are not both 0, and likewise for a− and b−. Function
cheb2bc generates a set of nodes {xk}, which are essentially the Chebyshev
points with perhaps one or both boundary points omitted (depending on
type of boundary condition). The function also returns differentiation ma-
trices D˜(1) and D˜(2) may be be computed from the Chebyshev differentiation
matrices D(1) and D(2), which are computed by the chebdif function. The
following steps are taken to solve (4.12) and (4.13):
(a) approximate u(x) by the linear combination of cardinal functions p(x)
that satisfy the boundary conditions (4.13);
(b) require p(x) to satisfy the equation (4.12) at the interpolation points,
thereby converting the differential equation to a linear system;
(c) solve the linear system for the unknown function values.
The form of the interpolant in step (a) depends on the type of boundary
conditions. There are three cases to consider: Dirichlet/Dirichlet, Dirich-
let/Robin, and Robin/Robin. The interpolant is calculated based on the type
of boundary condition. Details are explained below.
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Dirichlet/Dirichlet Conditions.
Occurs when
b+ = b− = 0. (4.14)
Since function values are specified at both endpoints the nodes are the interior
Chebyshev points:
xk = cos
(
kπ
N − 1
)
, k = 1, ..., N − 2. (4.15)
The interpolant is a polynomial of the degree N − 1 that satisfies the inter-
polation conditions
pN−1(xk) = uk, k = 1, ..., N − 2, (4.16)
as well as boundary conditions
a+pN−1(1) = c+, a−pN−1(−1) = c−. (4.17)
It is given explicitly by
pN−1(x) = φ˜+(x) + φ˜−(x) +
N−2∑
j=1
ujφ˜j(x), (4.18)
where
φ˜+(x) =
(
c+
a+
)
φ1(x), (4.19)
φ˜−(x) =
(
c−
a−
)
φN(x), (4.20)
φ˜j(x) = φj+1(x), (4.21)
j = 1, ..., N − 2. (4.22)
Differetiation matrices are defined as
D˜
(1)
k,j = φ˜
′
j(xk), D˜
(2)
k,j = φ˜
′′
j (xk)k, j = 1, ..., N − 2. (4.23)
Since φ˜j(x) = φj+1(x), the matrices D˜
(1) and D˜(2) are the submatrices of D(1)
and D(2). The function cheb2bc computes D˜(1) and D˜(2) by calling chebdif
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to compute D(1) and D(2) and then extracting the submatrices corresponding
to rows and columns 2, ..., N − 1.
Dirichlet/Robin Conditions.
Let b+ 6= 0 and b− = 0. In this case there is a Dirichlet condition at x = −1
and a Robin condition at x = 1. Since function values is specified at x = −1
the Chebyshev node corresponding to k = N is dropped:
xk = cos
(
(k − 1)π
N − 1
)
, k = 1, ..., N − 1. (4.24)
The interpolant is a polynomial of a degree N that satisfies the interpolation
conditions
pN(xk) = uk, k = 1, ..., N − 1, (4.25)
as well as boundary conditions
a+pN(1) + b+p
′
N(1) = c+, a−pN(−1) = c−. (4.26)
It is given explicitly by
pN(x) = φ˜+(x) + φ˜−(x) +
N−1∑
j=1
ujφ˜j(x), (4.27)
where
φ˜+(x) =
(
c+
b+
)
(x− 1)φ1(x), (4.28)
φ˜−(x) =
(
c−
a−
)(
1− x
2
)
φN(x), (4.29)
φ˜1(x) =
(
1−
(
φ
′
1 +
a+
b+
)
(x− 1)
)
φ1(x), (4.30)
φ˜j(x) =
(
1− x
1− xj
)
φj+1(x), j = 2, ..., N − 1. (4.31)
Differetiation matrices are defined as
D˜
(1)
k,j = φ˜
′
j(xk), D˜
(2)
k,j = φ˜
′′
j (xk), k, j = 1, ..., N − 1. (4.32)
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The quantities φ˜
′
j(xk) and φ˜
′′
j (xk) may be expressed explicitly in terms of
quantities φ
′
j(xk) and φ
′′
j (xk), which are the entries of the standard Cheby-
shev differentiation matrices D(1) and D(2) which are computed by chebdif
function.
Robin/Robin Conditions.
Occurs when b+ 6= 0 and b− 6= 0. Since function values are specified at
neither endpoint the nodes are the full set of Chebyshev points:
xk = cos
(
(k − 1)π
N − 1
)
, k = 1, ..., N. (4.33)
The interpolant is a polynomial of degreeN+1 that satisfies the interpolation
conditions
pN+1(xk) = uk, k = 1, ..., N, (4.34)
as well as the boundary conditions
a+pN+1(1) + b+p
′
N+1(1) = c+, a−pN+1(−1) + b−p
′
N+1(−1) = c−. (4.35)
It is given explicitly by
pN+1(x) = φ˜+(x) + φ˜−(x) +
N∑
j=1
ujφ˜j(x), (4.36)
where
φ˜+(x) =
(
c+
b+
)(
(x2 − 1)
2
)
φ1(x), (4.37)
φ˜−(x) =
(
c−
b−
)(
1− x2
2
)
φN(x), (4.38)
φ˜1(x) =
[
1 + x
2
+
(
1
2
+ φ
′
1(1) +
a+
b+
)(
1− x2
2
)]
φ1(x), (4.39)
φ˜j(x) =
(
1− x2
1− x2j
)
φj(x), j = 2, ..., N − 1, (4.40)
φ˜N(x) =
[
1− x
2
+
(
1
2
− φ
′
N(−1) +
a−
b−
)(
1− x2
2
)]
φN(x). (4.41)
Differetiation matrices are defined as
D˜
(1)
k,j = φ˜
′
j(xk), D˜
(2)
k,j = φ˜
′′
j (xk), k, j = 1, ..., N. (4.42)
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[21]
The function cheb2bc computes the various matrices and boundary con-
dition vectors described above. It takes two arguments N and g where g
is an array of coefficients a+, b+, c+, a−, b−, c− and outputs the node vector
x, matrices D1t, D2t, phip and phim. D1t and D2t contain D˜(1) and D˜(2),
respectively. The first and second columns of phip contain φ˜
′
+(x) and φ˜
′′
+(x),
evaluated at the points in the node vector. Similarly, the first and second
columns of phim contain φ˜
′
−
(x) and φ˜
′′
−
(x), evaluated at the points in the
node vector. Since φ˜+(x) and φ˜−(x) are both 0 at points in the node vec-
tor, their values are not returned. The values of output variables (beside
x) vary depending on a types of boundary conditions defined earlier in this
subsection.
4.2 Computer program for solving two-point
boundary value problems
The program for solving two-point boundary value problems is written as
a Django application and incorporated in the Django project. The input
consists of N , q(x), r(x), f(x) and an array of coefficients g. The array
of coefficients g is put together from boundary condition’s a+, b+, , c+
and a−, b−, c− coefficients. After pressing the button “Calculate” on the
first page of the project, the program outputs solution graph and user inputs
(in form of a mathematical annotation generated by Latex online tool2) and
equation on a page labeled “/result”. The whole result page, together with
solution graph, is generated on the server and sent to the client in form of
HTTP response object with the solution graph coded to “base64” format.
The general form of equation that the user inputs is defined in the beginning
of this chapter and input parameters are explained in the subsection “A
MATLAB differentiation matrix suite”. Examples of how the program works
are given in the subsection below.
2http://www.codecogs.com/latex/eqneditor.php




Chapter 5
Conclusion
The aim of this thesis was to study a problem from the field of numerical
mathematics and solve it using programming language of choice while using
skills learned in the past few years of studies. Together with my mentor we
have decided to tackle pseudospectral methods for two point value problems.
The result was a user friendly web application used to approximate solution of
two point boundary value problems. The application is written with Python
programming language using Django, Scipy, Numpy and Sympy. The most
challenging part was to write a piece of code that works for all equations.
During the course of this research one algorithm and several concepts
were learned and our memories were refreshed in connection to differential
equations as well as boundary value problems.
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